There is a disconnect in the literature between analyses of risky choice based on cumulative prospect theory (CPT) and work on predecisional information processing. One likely reason is that for expectation models (e.g., CPT), it is often assumed that people behaved only as if they conducted the computations leading to the predicted choice and that the models are thus mute regarding information processing. We suggest that key psychological constructs in CPT, such as loss aversion and outcome and probability sensitivity, can be interpreted in terms of attention allocation. In two experiments, we tested hypotheses about specific links between CPT parameters and attentional regularities. Experiment 1 used process tracing to monitor participants' predecisional attention allocation to outcome and probability information. As hypothesized, individual differences in CPT's loss-aversion, outcome-sensitivity, and probability-sensitivity parameters (estimated from participants' choices) were systematically associated with individual differences in attention allocation to outcome and probability information. For instance, loss aversion was associated with the relative attention allocated to loss and gain outcomes, and a more strongly curved weighting function was associated with less attention allocated to probabilities. Experiment 2 manipulated participants' attention to losses or gains, causing systematic differences in CPT's loss-aversion parameter. This result indicates that attention allocation can to some extent cause choice regularities that are captured by CPT. Our findings demonstrate an as-if model's capacity to reflect characteristics of information processing. We suggest that the observed CPT-attention links can be harnessed to inform the development of process models of risky choice.
In 1654, an exchange of letters on gambling problems between French mathematicians Blaise Pascal and Pierre Fermat gave rise to the concept of mathematical expectation (Hacking, 1984) . A decision under risk was thought to be rational if it maximized the decision maker's expected value (EV). In modern notation, EV is defined as
where p i and x i are the probability and the amount of money, respectively, associated with each possible outcome (i ϭ 1 . . ., n) of that option.
It soon became clear that people's actual decisions violate the predictions of EV theory (e.g., the St. Petersburg paradox). Modifications of EV theory were proposed to account for these violations. For instance, objective amounts of money were replaced by subjective utilities (expected utility [EU] theory; Bernoulli, 1738 Bernoulli, /1954 or objective probabilities by subjective ones (Savage, 1954) . Formally, these modifications were implemented by introducing functions with adjustable parameters that denote by how much the objective magnitudes are distorted when transformed into their subjective counterparts. For instance, in EU theory, the subjective value of an option can be defined as
where the parameter ␣ represents different degrees of diminishing marginal utility of outcomes (i.e., each additional dollar has less utility than does the previous dollar).
Arguably the most influential descriptive model in the expectation tradition is cumulative prospect theory (CPT; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) . CPT can account both for several violations of EV and EU theory (such as the Allais paradox and the fourfold pattern of risk attitudes) and for decisions under risk "in the wild" (Camerer, 2004, p. 148) ; moreover, it predicts individual choice behavior relatively well (e.g., Glöckner & Pachur, 2012 ; but see Birnbaum, 2008) . Relative to EU theory, the mathematical formalization of CPT features several additional parameters. It includes, in addition to a parameter representing diminishing marginal utility of outcomes (outcome sensitivity), a parameter capturing the extent to which losses are amplified relative to gains (loss aversion; see later for a formal description). Another parameter governs the extent to which objective probabilities are distorted when transformed into subjective decision weights (e.g., probability sensitivity). These parameters can be tuned to maximize the goodness of fit between a person's decisions and model predictions, thus making it possible to capture individual differences, group differences, or differences between experimental conditions.
In the evolution of expectation models from EV theory to CPT (and beyond), one key approach to better mapping theory and choice has thus been to introduce ever-new parameters. However, little attention has been paid to whether and to what extent those parameters might also reflect properties of the underlying cognitive processing (for a related discussion on parameterized models in categorization research, see Smith, 2006) . This was not an oversight. In their seminal work on expected utility theory, Friedman (who later received the Nobel Prize) and Savage emphasized that their hypothesis asserts rather that . . . individuals behave as if they calculated and compared expected utility. . . . The validity of this assertion does not depend on whether . . . psychologists can uncover any evidence that they do, but solely on whether it yields sufficiently accurate predictions about the class of decisions with which the hypothesis deals. (Friedman & Savage, 1948, p. 298 ; emphasis in original) Friedman and Savage (1948) were not explicitly opposed to psychological realism of the cognitive processes implied by their theory, but it was simply not a criterion they considered relevant for evaluating the theory. All that counted was how well it predicted people's decisions (see Berg & Gigerenzer, 2010) . Friedman and Savage's (1948) neglect of modeling of the processes through which a choice comes about was inherited by numerous subsequent models that explicitly build upon expected utility theory. For instance, Kahneman and Tversky's goal in developing prospect theory was "to assemble the minimal set of modifications of expected utility theory that would provide a descriptive account of . . . choices between simple monetary gambles" (Kahneman & Tversky, 2000, p. x) . To be sure, Kahneman and Tversky conceptualized prospect theory's value and weighting functions in psychophysical terms, thus characterizing how objective magnitudes of outcomes and probabilities map onto subjective magnitudes in the decision maker's mind (Kahneman & Tversky, 1984) . But no assumptions as to the information processing that underlies this mapping were spelled out. As E. J. Johnson and Ratcliff (2014) put it, prospect theory and other models that rest on the mathematical expectation core "define a mapping between characteristics of the objects under consideration and their value, but are mute to the cognitive computations that may construct this mapping" (p. 37).
Admittedly, some work has examined psychological factors related to CPT's constructs, such as the affective and hormonal underpinnings of loss aversion (Sokol-Hessner, Camerer, & Phelps, 2013; Sokol-Hessner et al., 2015) . For instance, Tom, Fox, Trepel, and Poldrack (2007) found that individual differences in loss aversion were associated with individual differences in the neural activation to gains and losses in the ventral striatum and prefrontal cortex (see also Canessa et al., 2013) . Further, it has been shown that distortions in probability weighting are correlated with activation patterns in the striatum (Hsu, Krajbich, Zhao, & Camerer, 2009 ). However, whether CPT's parameters reflect specific aspects of information processing-such as how much attention is paid to individual attributes of the available options before making a choice-has not been addressed.
The information processing underlying decision-making was nevertheless investigated, but this occurred independently from work with CPT and other expectation-based models (e.g., Lopes, 1995; Payne, 1973) . Specifically, in the 1970s, researchers started to develop process tracing, which is an experimental method to capture data on how information is searched and processed between the presentation of a stimulus and the final response given. Initially, the primary goal of process-tracing studies was to investigate the impact of task properties, such as the number of options or attributes, on information processing (e.g., Payne, 1976; Payne & Braunstein, 1978; Rosen & Rosenkoetter, 1976) . Processtracing methods have sometimes been used to test the process implications of decision-making models (e.g., E. J. Johnson, Schulte-Mecklenbeck, & Willemsen, 2008; Pachur, Hertwig, Gigerenzer, & Brandstätter, 2013; Payne & Braunstein, 1978; Russo & Dosher, 1983 ), but few attempts have been made to systematically connect measures of predecisional processing to the parameterized framework of expectation models (see also Oppenheimer & Kelso, 2015) . Consequently, it remains unclear how key psychological constructs assumed in CPT-such as loss aversion, outcome sensitivity, and probability sensitivity (and individual differences therein)-are linked to regularities in attention allocation during information search (for a rare exception, see Willemsen, Böcken-holt, & Johnson, 2011) .
The disconnect between expectation models (e.g., CPT) and the process-tracing tradition is unfortunate: It may occlude how decision-making could be improved by influencing information processing. For instance, if deviations in choice from normative frameworks such as EV or EU theory can be captured by parameters representing probability and outcome sensitivity or loss aversion, then the existence of links between those parameters and aspects of cognitive processing might open ways to reduce that deviation by modifying information processing (e.g., Thaler & Sunstein, 2008) . Similarly, insights into how individual differences in cognitive processing cause variability in choice will contribute to a better understanding of individual differences in decision-making. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Our goal in this article is to bridge the gap between expectation models and process tracing by evaluating CPT's potential to reflect aspects of cognitive processing during predecisional information search. Although CPT was developed with no concern for cognitive processes, its key constructs can nevertheless be examined with respect to characteristics of the process. To this end, we combine computational modeling of participants' risky choices, based on hierarchical Bayesian estimation, with process tracing in MouselabWEB and test hypotheses about specific links between CPT parameters and measures of attention allocation (henceforth CPT-attention links). To the extent that such links exist-a possibility that has not previously been examined-observed differences in CPT parameters may point to accompanying variations in attention allocation, thus connecting economic and cognitive approaches to study decisionmaking under risk.
How CPT's Constructs May Relate to Selective Attention Allocation
In CPT, the objective monetary outcomes of a gamble are assumed to be transformed into subjective values. This value function rests on two constructs: diminishing marginal utility and loss aversion. The former is often interpreted in terms of outcome sensitivity (i.e., how sensitive the decision maker is to outcomes of different magnitudes) and is captured by the parameter ␣ (see Equation 4). Loss aversion (i.e., the differential weighting of losses and gains) is captured by the parameter (see Equation 4 ). In addition, a probability-weighting function transforms objective (cumulative) probabilities into subjective decision weights, following an inverse S-shaped curvature. The degree of curvature is taken to represent diminished sensitivity to probabilities (e.g., Wakker, 2010) . Probability sensitivity, the third of CPT's key constructs, is captured by the parameter ␥ (see Equation 6 ). Some formalizations of the weighting function additionally feature a fourth parameter, ␦ (see Equation 6 ), that governs the function's elevation (e.g., Gonzalez & Wu, 1999) . Elevation is commonly interpreted as indicating the decision maker's degree of optimism.
These constructs (parameters) of CPT have been used to describe variation in risky decision-making-such as individual differences due to gender (e.g., Fehr-Duda, de Gennaro, & Schubert, 2006) , age (Harbaugh, Krause, & Vesterlund, 2002; Pachur, Mata, & Hertwig, 2017) , delinquency (Pachur, Hanoch, & Gummerum, 2010) , and experimental manipulations (e.g., time pressure: Young, Goodie, Hall, & Wu, 2012; affect: Petrova, van der Pligt, & Garcia-Retamero, 2014; Suter, Pachur, & Hertwig, 2016) . Little to nothing is known, however, about how variability in CPT's constructs may be related to differences in how risky options and their attributes (outcomes, probabilities, gains vs. losses) are processed.
On the one hand, the mappings between objective and subjective magnitudes described in CPT's value and weighting function may reflect purely internal processes that have nothing to do with attentional processes during external information search. In this case, the disconnect between expectation models and the processtracing tradition would be justifiable, because they measure and study separate phenomena. On the other hand, externally measurable traces of selective attention allocation could be a cognitive correlate of CPT's constructs. For illustration, consider loss aversion, which implies asymmetric weighting of losses and gains. This asymmetry may be accompanied by an asymmetric allocation of attention to losses and gains during predecisional information search. Time spent on one attribute relative to others is commonly regarded as an indicator of the weight it receives in the choice process (e.g., Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1988; Wedell & Senter, 1997 ; for an overview, see Russo, 2011) . By extension, the stronger the degree of loss aversion in a person's choices, the more time that person can be expected to allocate to losses relative to gains. used MouselabWEB to measure people's attention to gains and losses in a framing task, where outcomes in a risky choice problem were described as either gains or losses. People paid more attention to outcomes when they were framed as losses than when they were framed as gains, and these differences in attention were associated with the size of the framing effect in choice. Willemsen et al. did not, however, examine loss aversion in mixed gambles (gambles that required the decision maker to trade off gains and losses within the same option)-the context in which loss aversion is often studied and invoked (e.g., Kahneman & Tversky, 1984; Tom et al., 2007) .
Similarly, diminished sensitivity to probabilities, as implied by the inverse S-shaped probability-weighting function (Gonzalez & Wu, 1999) , and diminished sensitivity to outcomes, as implied by the concave (convex) shape of CPT's value function in the gain (loss) domain, may also be associated with the allocation of attention to probabilities and outcomes, respectively. Specifically, the less time is spent on the encoding of probability or outcome information, the less deep its processing will be. Consequently, the less fine grained the representation of differences between different values on the attribute will be (see . For instance, a decision maker who, for whatever reason, pays little attention to probabilities may be more likely to represent them in coarse categories (e.g., high vs. low) or to simply rank-order them (i.e., on an ordinal scale). By contrast, a decision maker who pays keen attention to probabilities may be more likely to represent them on a interval scale. Such individual differences are likely to trigger different choices, which could then be represented by systematic differences in the curvature of CPT's weighting function.
1 By a similar logic, differences in the degree to which attention is paid to outcomes may translate into differences in the curvature of CPT's value function.
Some findings indicate support for links between attention and CPT parameters, at least for the weighting function. Pachur, Hertwig, and Wolkewitz (2014) observed that in a condition in which participants chose consistent with a more strongly curved probability-weighting function (implying reduced sensitivity to probabilities) than in a control condition, they also paid less attention to probabilities. In addition, computer simulations by Pachur, Suter, and Hertwig (2017) showed that choices generated by several choice heuristics that varied in their consideration of probability information (e.g., minimax heuristic, least-likely heu-ristic) gave rise to systematically different weighting functions. But will a CPT-attention link also hold for actual rather than simulated choices, for empirically measured attentional policies (that vary gradually across individuals) rather than stylized attentional policies (as assumed by the heuristics), and also for the parameters of the value function?
Hypotheses
Process-tracing methods allow researchers to monitor which attributes a decision maker attends to while acquiring information before deciding, how frequently the attributes are attended, and for how long (e.g., Schulte-Mecklenbeck, Johnson, et al., 2017; Schulte-Mecklenbeck, Kühberger, & Ranyard, 2011) . A common measure in process-tracing studies is the amount of time people spent on a particular unit of information (e.g., E. J. Johnson et al., 2008; Kim, Seligman, & Kable, 2012; . The tool MouselabWEB (see Figure 1) , where each attribute information is hidden behind a box on the screen but can be revealed by moving the computer mouse on it, measures the duration for which different attributes are inspected (i.e., how long the boxes are opened) before a decision is made. We used this measure to derive an index of attention allocation to losses relative to gains (see Equation 8) as well as indices of attention allocation to outcomes and probabilities. These indices were then used to test the following hypotheses about how CPT's parameters, estimated from an individual's choices, may be linked to their allocation of attention, measured during predecisional information acquisition.
Loss-aversion hypothesis:
More attention to losses (relative to gains) is associated with a more pronounced degree of loss aversion (measured by the parameter).
Outcome-sensitivity hypothesis: Less attention to outcome information is associated with lower outcome sensitivity (measured by the ␣ parameter).
Probability-sensitivity hypothesis: Less attention to probability information is associated with lower probability sensitivity (measured by the ␥ parameter).
As mentioned earlier, the weighting function's elevation (the ␦ parameter) is often interpreted as optimism. As such, it is likely to reflect a motivational aspect of decision-making under risk rather than an aspect of cognitive processing and attention allocation. We therefore did not formulate hypotheses about how elevation might be linked to the amount of attention allocated to probabilities and outcomes. For the sake of completeness, however, we nevertheless explored the link between the ␦ parameter and the attentional indices.
Let us clarify two issues. First, the loss-aversion, outcomesensitivity, and probability-sensitivity hypotheses do not postulate just any associations between attention and choice. Because attentional processes and decision-making are unlikely to be completely orthogonal to each other, some associations are of course to be expected. Instead, the hypotheses predict that CPT's parameters (reflecting specific regularities in choice) are related to specific aspects of attention allocation that we derived from the conceptual substance of the parameters. The postulated associations are therefore not arbitrary (as opposed to, for example, an association between relative attention to losses and a lower probabilitysensitivity parameter, which would be rather arbitrary).
Second, obtaining evidence for the hypothesized CPT-attention links would not make CPT a process model, because it would still not describe the underlying cognitive computations (E. J. Johnson & Ratcliff, 2014) . However, insights into the existence of these links could inform the development of process models. For instance, if higher loss aversion co-occurs with more asymmetric attention to losses (relative to gains) in predecisional information search, then process models may need to include an attentional mechanism that can shift attention between gains and losses. Research linking measures of attention to process models of choice (in particular, variants of drift diffusion models) has primarily addressed asymmetries in the allocation of attention between options (e.g., Krajbich, Armel, & Rangel, 2010; Mullett & Stewart, 2016 ; but see Diederich & Oswald, 2016; Fisher, 2017) . Differences in attention to individual attributes, in contrast, have rarely been considered in risky choice (but see Brandstätter, Gigerenzer, & Hertwig, 2006; J. G. Johnson & Busemeyer, 2016) . Last but not least, establishing CPT-attention links would point to potential This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
attentional covariates of individual differences in choice, and it would also suggest avenues for shaping people's decisions. The latter point is addressed in Experiment 2, in which we systematically manipulated attention. But let us begin by presenting Experiment 1, which tested the loss-attention, outcome-sensitivity, and probability-sensitivity hypotheses.
Experiment 1 Method
Participants. Given the exploratory nature of our approach (combining process measures and computational modeling of risky choice), we decided on a target sample size of N ϭ 90, somewhat higher than that used in a comparable study by Glöckner and Pachur (2012) . Ninety-one individuals participated in a twosession experiment at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Berlin. One participant did not attend the second session, resulting in a total of 90 participants (48 female; M ϭ 26.1 years, SD ϭ 9.1). Each received a fixed payment of €10 (US$13.60) plus a performance-contingent bonus of, on average, €1.26 (SD ϭ 4.8; range ϭ Ϫ€9.1 to €9.8; see below for details). The institute's internal review board (IRB) approved the study. Participants gave informed consent prior to the study, and no deception was involved.
Procedure and material. To implement the performancecontingent payment, at the beginning of each session, we endowed participants with €10. They were informed that they would be presented with several gamble problems, each consisting of two monetary gambles with two possible outcomes each. They should indicate which gamble they would choose, knowing that at the end of the session one of the problems would be randomly selected and their chosen gamble in this problem played out (thus determining their performance-contingent income). The outcomes ranged between ϩ€100 and Ϫ€100, and the payout scheme implemented a 10:1 mapping, with a maximum win-loss of €10. Losses were subtracted from the 10€ endowment.
The gamble problems were presented in MouselabWEB (Version 1.0 beta; see Figure 1 ) on computers with 17-in. screens running Windows 7. The acquisition mode in MouselabWEB was set to the "mouse-over" option; that is, each box containing the outcome and probability information about the gambles opened as the mouse cursor was moved over it and closed again as the cursor was moved away from it. All data were recorded centrally on a server and saved in a MySQL database. Participants could open the boxes as frequently and for as long as they wanted before indicating which gamble they preferred.
In each of the two sessions, participants first worked through several practice trials to acquaint themselves with the MouselabWEB interface. They were then presented with 91 gamble problems: 25 pure loss, 35 pure gain, and 31 mixed gamble problems drawn from various commonly used sources (mainly randomly generated gambles, plus problems specifically designed to measure loss aversion and risk aversion; see Table A1 in the Appendix for a list of all gamble problems used). In the second session, about three weeks later, participants were presented with the same 91 gamble problems as in the first session but in a different random order. The presentation setup was varied within each session, with each participant experiencing half of the problems in a vertical setup and the other half in a horizontal setup. In addition, the position of each gamble (in the horizontal setup: top-bottom; in the vertical setup: left-right) and the position of each outcome-probability pair within a gamble (in the horizontal setup: left-right; in the vertical setup: top-bottom) were counterbalanced. Across sessions, each participant thus encountered the same gamble problem once in a horizontal setup and once in a vertical setup (randomly varied). At the end of the first session, a computerized version of the 4-item Berlin Numeracy Test was completed. These results (showing, for instance, that participants with higher numeracy had both higher outcome sensitivity and higher probability sensitivity according to CPT) are reported in the online supplemental materials.
Estimation of CPT parameters. According to CPT, the subjective valuation V of a gamble A with outcomes x m Ͼ . . . Ͼ x 1 Ն 0 Ͼ y 1 Ͼ . . . Ͼ y n and corresponding probabilities p m . . . p 1 and q 1 . . . q n is given by
where v is the value function satisfying v(0) ϭ 0 and is defined as
Values smaller than 1 are usually observed for the parameter ␣ (Ն0), yielding a concave value function for gains and a convex value function for losses. The lower the value of ␣, the less strongly increments in objective outcomes are reflected in increments in subjective value; ␣ thus indicates outcome sensitivity (with smaller values indicating lower sensitivity). Parameter (Ն0) reflects the relative weighting of losses and gains; with values of larger than 1, a higher weight is given to losses, indicating loss aversion. The left panel of Figure 2 depicts value functions for different values of ␣ and . Other than in some previous applications of CPT (for an overview, see Fox & Poldrack, 2014 ), we did not fit ␣ separately for the gain and loss domains because-as demonstrated by Nilsson, Rieskamp, and Wagenmakers (2011) -doing so can lead to considerable misestimation of . Decision weights of the outcomes result from a rank-dependent transformation of the outcomes' probabilities. The weights are defined as follows:
with w ϩ and w Ϫ being the probability-weighting functions for gains and losses, respectively. The decision weights for gain outcomes represent the marginal contribution of the outcomes' probability to the total probability of obtaining a better outcome; the decision weights for loss outcomes represent the marginal contribution of the outcomes' probability to the total probability of obtaining a worse outcome. Several functional forms of the weighting function have been proposed. We used a two-parameter weighting function that was originally proposed by Goldstein and Einhorn (1987) and is linear in log-odds This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
space. It separates the curvature of the probability weighting function from its elevation (e.g., Gonzalez & Wu, 1999) and is defined as follows:
with ␥ ϩ and ␥ Ϫ (both Ն0) governing the curvature of the weighting function in the gain and loss domains, respectively. Lower values on ␥ ϩ and ␥ Ϫ indicate greater curvature and thus lower sensitivity to probabilities. The parameters ␦ ϩ and ␦ Ϫ (both Ն0) govern the elevation of the weighting function for gains and losses, respectively, and are often interpreted as indicating the degree of optimism or pessimism (e.g., Gonzalez & Wu, 1999) . We estimated a single ␥ parameter across gains and losses (i.e., ␥ ϩ ϭ ␥ Ϫ ) because probability sensitivity is typically found to be very similar across domains (Fox & Poldrack, 2014; Glöckner & Pachur, 2012; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) . In contrast, because, for instance, a high value on the elevation parameter implies opposite risk attitudes in the gain and loss domains (optimism vs. pessimism), we estimated this parameter separately for gains and losses. In a model comparison, this partly constrained implementation of CPT has been shown to outperform the unconstrained one (Pachur & Kellen, 2013) . The right panel of Figure 2 depicts probabilityweighting functions for different values of the ␥ and ␦ parameters.
To derive predicted choice probabilities from CPT, we used an exponential version of Luce's choice rule (also known as softmax or logit function), which defines the probability that a gamble A is chosen over a gamble B as
where (Ն0) is a scaling (or choice-sensitivity) parameter. With a higher , the probability of choosing the gamble with the higher V approaches 1; with ϭ 0, choices are random. In this implementation, CPT has six adjustable parameters (see Equations 3-7): outcome sensitivity (␣), loss aversion (), probability sensitivity (␥), separate elevations for gains (␦ ϩ ) and losses (␦ Ϫ ), and scaling (). The parameters were estimated for each participant, separately for the two sessions, using a hierarchical Bayesian approach (Nilsson et al., 2011; Scheibehenne & Pachur, 2015) . In Bayesian parameter estimation, parameter estimates are initially represented in terms of prior distributions and then updated into posterior distributions based on the observed data. The advantage of a hierarchical approach is that individual parameters are partially pooled through group-level distributions, thus yielding more reliable estimates than does the traditional, nonhierarchical approach. The priors for the parameters on the individual level were set to distributions spanning a reasonable range that excluded theoretically impossible values but included parameter values found in previous research. Specifically, the ranges were 0 -5 for , , ␦ ϩ , and ␦ Ϫ and 0 -2 for ␣ and ␥. The group-level parameters were linked with the individual level (assuming normal distributions on both levels) through probit transformations (see Rouder & Lu, 2005; Scheibehenne & Pachur, 2015) . This transformation yields a range from 0 to 1 on the individual level. To extend the range of these distributions from 0 to 5 for , , ␦ ϩ , and ␦ Ϫ and from 0 to 2 for ␣ and ␥, we interposed an additional linear linkage function. All hierarchical group-level means were assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a variance of 1. The This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. priors on the group-level standard deviations were uniformly distributed, ranging from 0 to 10 (thus avoiding extreme bimodal distributions on the individual level). The joint posterior parameter distributions were estimated using Monte Carlo Markov Chain methods implemented in JAGS, a sampler that utilizes a version of the BUGS programming language (Version 3.3.0) called from Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States). We ran three chains, each with 40,000 recorded samples, which were drawn from the posterior distributions after a burn-in period of 1,000 samples. To reduce autocorrelations during the sampling process, we recorded only every 20th sample. The sampling procedures were efficient, as indicated by low autocorrelations of the sample chains, Gelman-Rubin statistics, and visual inspections of the chain plots.
Indices of attention allocation. To quantify the amount of attention paid to outcome and probability information, we calculated three indices, separately for each participant, gamble problem, and session, all of which were based on the amount of time (recorded with MouselabWEB) each box was opened. On this basis, we were able to test the loss-aversion, outcome-sensitivity, and probability-sensitivity hypotheses and to explore the link between the elevation of the weighting function and attention. The attention LA index (with LA for loss aversion) is the median (across gamble problems with mixed gambles) ratio of time the participant spent inspecting loss outcomes (O Ϫ ) to time spent on gain outcomes (O ϩ ; as in the CPT analysis, outcomes of zero were coded as gains):
The higher this index, the more attention is given to losses relative to gains. To be able to calculate the index first on the level of the gamble problems and then aggregated across problems for each participant (as for the attention O and the attention P indices; see below), we calculated the attention LA index on the basis of mixed problems only. An analysis across all gamble problems (i.e., mixed, gain, and loss problems), where we first aggregated the inspection time spent across all 91 gamble problems for each participant and then calculated the ratios in a second step, yielded the same pattern of results.
The attention O index is the median (across all gamble problems) of the time spent inspecting all outcome (O) information. The higher this index, the more attention is allocated to outcomes. The attention P index is the median of the time spent on all probabilities (P). The higher this index, the more attention is allocated to probabilities. 
Results
CPT parameters. First, we inspected the means of the posterior group-level distributions of the CPT parameters in the two experimental sessions (see Table 1 ). The values were consistent with the range of values obtained in previous studies (for an overview, see Fox & Poldrack, 2014 Glöckner & Pachur, 2012) .
Attention allocation. For various characteristics of participants' information search in MouselabWEB, we first aggregated values across gamble problems for each participant (median for inspection times, mean for acquisition frequencies) and then averaged them across the two experimental sessions. Very brief acquisitions (i.e., Ͻ100 ms) were removed (E. J. Johnson et al., 2008) . Across participants, the average acquisition frequency was M ϭ 26.4 (SD ϭ 10.4). Thus, each of the eight boxes was inspected more than three times. Participants made fewer acquisitions in the second than in the first session (M Session 2 ϭ 24.8, SD ϭ 10.2, vs. M Session 1 ϭ 27.9, SD ϭ 11.6), matched-sample t test, t (89) Table 2 shows the attention indices, separately for the two experimental sessions. The mean (across participants) value of the attention LA index was 1.09 (SD ϭ .16), indicating that participants paid more attention to loss than to gain outcomes: one-sample t test against 1, t (89) .88 ], p ϭ .001. The level of temporal stability observed in the attention indices was thus comparable to that observed in the CPT parameters. Overall, these analyses suggest that the CPT parameters and attention indices provide reliable measures of individual differences in choice and of attention allocation during information search, respectively. Additional analyses of participants' choices and prede-2 There are alternative approaches to defining the attentional indices. For instance, the attention LA index could be expressed as the time spent inspecting losses relative to the total time spent inspecting outcomes; the attention O and attention P indices could be expressed as the proportion of time spent inspecting outcomes and probabilities, respectively, of the total inspection time. For attention LA , we used the ratio of inspection times for losses and gains because this approach parallels the quantification of loss aversion in CPT (see Equation 4). For attention O and attention P , we relied on the absolute rather than proportional time because this is a common approach to defining attention in the literature (e.g., Fiedler & Glöckner, 2012; Stewart, Hermens, & Matthews, 2016; Willemsen, Böckenholt, & Johnson, 2011) . Additionally, had we used proportional time, attention O and attention P would be perfectly (negatively) correlated; this seemed undesirable, because the two indices are conceptually orthogonal.
3 Although some studies have reported considerably stronger degrees of loss aversion than what we found in our analysis (e.g., Tom, Fox, Trepel, & Poldrack, 2007; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) , the range of estimates of the parameter reported in the literature is rather large, including values close to 1 (e.g., Pachur, Mata, & Hertwig, 2017; Rieskamp, 2008; Scheibehenne & Pachur, 2015) . This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
cisional information search are reported in the online supplemental materials.
Were CPT parameters related to the indices of attention allocation? To increase reliability, we averaged each participant's CPT parameter estimates and attention indices across the two sessions. We then correlated the corresponding parameters and indices across participants. Were individual differences in CPT parameters related to individual differences in attention allocation during predecisional information acquisition? Figure 3A shows support for the loss-aversion hypothesis: Participants with a stronger degree of estimated loss aversion (CPT's parameter) tended to allocate more attention to losses than to gains (attention LA index; r s ϭ .31, 95% CI [.10, .49], p ϭ .002). (The full set of correlations between CPT parameters and attention indices, including the parameter and the total amount of time spent on a gamble problem, is reported in Table A2 in the Appendix. 4 ) Figure 3B shows findings supporting the outcome-sensitivity hypothesis: Participants with a higher sensitivity to outcomes (estimated by CPT's ␣ parameter) tended to allocate more attention to outcome information (attention O index; r s ϭ .25, 95% CI [.03, .44], p ϭ .016). The findings presented in Figure 3C support the probabilitysensitivity hypothesis: Participants with a higher sensitivity to probabilities (estimated by CPT's ␥ parameter) allocated more attention to probability information (r s ϭ .26, 95% CI [.06, .46], p ϭ .013). (In additional analyses, reported in the Appendix, we show that individual participants' variability in attention across sessions was related to those individuals' variability on the CPT parameters.)
It is possible that the correlations supporting the outcomesensitivity and probability-sensitivity hypotheses could also be driven by individual differences in diligence-that is, by more diligent participants' both spending more time on the task and making better choices (leading to more linear value and weighting functions). We therefore conducted further analyses controlling for individual differences in the (median) total amount of time spent on each gamble problem (as a measure of diligence). These analyses yielded the same patterns, however, with a partial correlation between attention O and the ␣ parameter of r s ϭ . Finally, CPT's elevation parameters (␦ ϩ and ␦ Ϫ ) did not show consistent associations with either attention to outcomes (see Figure 3D ) or attention to probabilities (see Figure 3E ): The size and direction of the correlations varied between the gain and loss domain and as a function of whether we controlled for the total amount of time spent (see Table A2 in the Appendix).
To further test the specificity of the CPT-attention links predicted by the loss-aversion, outcome-sensitivity, and probabilitysensitivity hypotheses, we conducted separate regression analyses for , ␣, and ␥, in which each CPT parameter was regressed on all three attention indices simultaneously. The results are reported in Table 3 . As can be seen, the highest standardized regression weight consistently emerged for the attention index that the lossaversion, outcome-sensitivity, and probability-sensitivity hypotheses predicted to be linked to the respective CPT parameter (i.e., attention LA for , attention O for ␣, and attention P for ␥). Figure 4 provides another graphical illustration of the relationship between CPT's parameters and attention allocation. The left panel of Figure 4 plots each participant's weighting function for gains (a similar pattern was obtained for losses), using the mean of each participant's posterior distribution of the weighting-function parameters. The color of each weighting function codes the individual's amount of attention to probabilities (as indexed by attention P ), with shades of red indicating lower attention and shades of blue indicating higher attention. As can be seen, weighting functions with greater curvature tend to be more red, and more linear weighting functions tend to be more blue. The right panel of Figure  4 shows a similar pattern for the value function, with more (less) Note. CPT ϭ cumulative prospect theory; HDI ϭ highest density interval; ␣ ϭ outcome sensitivity, ϭ loss aversion, ␥ ϭ probability sensitivity, ␦ ϩ ϭ elevation (gain), ␦ -ϭ elevation (losses), ϭ scaling. Note. Standard deviations appear in parentheses. LA ϭ loss aversion; O ϭ outcome; P ϭ probability. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
strongly curved value functions tending to be red (blue), indicating participants with lower (higher) attention to outcomes (as indexed by attention O ).
Experiment 2
Experiment 1 revealed a link between CPT's theoretical constructs and measures of attention allocation. We do not make any claims about the causal direction of this relationship, nor does the key result-namely, that CPT has a previously overlooked capacity to reflect aspects of the cognitive processing of specific attribute information-depend on a causal model. Nevertheless, we further explored the nature of the link by considering, for instance, loss aversion. One possibility is that decision makers' choices and patterns of attention allocation are driven entirely by their endogenous dispositions. If so, exogenous alterations of attention would leave choice unaffected. Alternatively, the individuals' degree of loss aversion in choice might directly depend on their attention allocation, regardless of whether it is shaped endogenously or exogenously. If so, it may be possible to induce differences in loss aversion by varying attention. In Experiment 2, we experimentally manipulated allocation of attention to losses relative to gains and examined whether it affected loss aversion in predictable ways.
Several previous investigations have indicated that attention can have a causal effect on choice. For instance, Armel, Beaumel, and Rangel (2008) manipulated the amount of attention people paid to an option to see whether this affected their preference for that option (see also Shimojo, Simion, Shimojo, & Scheier, 2003) . Specifically, participants were asked to choose between two con- This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
sumer items (e.g., chocolate bars) at each trial. One item was presented for longer than the other (900 ms vs. 300 ms at each of multiple exposures). For appetizing items, those with longer presentation times were more likely to be chosen than were those with shorter presentation times; for aversive items, the effect was reversed. By contrast, there has been little investigation of whether choice can also be affected by manipulating attention to specific attributes of options (e.g., their gains or losses). One exception is a study by Weber and Kirsner (1997) . These authors manipulated participants' attention to either the highest or the lowest possible outcome of a gamble by presenting it in a larger font and brighter color. The riskier option-which also had the most attractive outcome-was chosen more frequently in the condition where the highest possible outcome was emphasized in this way than in the condition where the lowest possible outcome was emphasized (58% vs. 51%). Here, we tested, to our knowledge for the first time, whether manipulation of attention can cause a systematic change in CPT's constructs (e.g., loss aversion).
Method
Participants. We aimed at 40 participants in each of three conditions, based on a related study that manipulated attention in risky choice (Weber & Kirsner, 1997) . One hundred and 20 participants (62 female; M ϭ 25.6 years, SD ϭ 3.98) took part in the experiment at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development, in Berlin, Germany. As in Experiment 1, they received a fixed payment of €10 ($13.60) plus a performancecontingent bonus (on average, €.96, SD ϭ 4.75, range ϭ Ϫ€9.0 to €9.6). The institute's IRB approved the study. Participants gave informed consent prior to the study, and no deception was involved. Note. Data in brackets are 95% confidence intervals. The highest standardized regression coefficient in each analysis is shown in bold. CPT ϭ cumulative prospect theory; LA ϭ loss aversion; O ϭ outcome; P ϭ probability. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Procedure and material. Participants were randomly assigned to a loss-attention (n ϭ 40), a gain-attention (n ϭ 41), or a control (n ϭ 39) condition. Each participant was presented with 51 mixed gamble problems. To manipulate attention to losses and gains, respectively, we used an approach similar to that used by Armel et al. (2008; see also Pärnamets et al., 2015) and varied the amount of time each type of information was presented during predecisional information search. Specifically, in the loss-attention condition, each time the mouse cursor was moved over a box containing a loss outcome in MouselabWEB, the box remained open for 900 ms (before closing automatically); when one of the other boxes was opened, by contrast, the information remained visible for only 300 ms. These opening times corresponded to presentation times previously used to manipulate attention (Armel et al., 2008) ; in addition, they matched the naturally occurring range of inspection times observed in Experiment 1, where the median (across problems) inspection time per acquisition ranged between 290 and 840 ms across participants. In the gain-attention condition, we used the same approach to manipulate the amount of attention to gains. In the control condition, the information in each box opened remained visible for 300 ms only. In all conditions, boxes with outcomes of zero were opened for 300 ms, and participants could open all boxes as frequently as they wanted. For each gamble problem, participants were asked to indicate which gamble they would choose. The prediction was that loss aversion would be increased in the loss attention condition and decreased in the gain attention condition, relative to the control condition. Choices were incentivized: Participants were instructed at the beginning of the experiment that one of the gamble problems would be randomly selected and played out at the end of the experiment and that their bonus would depend on the resulting outcome. At the end of the experiment, participants were asked whether they noticed anything in particular about the choice task. Most participants provided comments, but only three (in the experimental conditions) noted differences in the time that the boxes with gain versus loss outcomes remained visible. The influence of demand effects might therefore be minimal.
The gamble problems included 25 mixed gamble problems from Rieskamp (2008) , also used in Experiment 1, that offered a choice between two risky options, as well as six problems from , also used in Experiment 1, that offered a choice between a risky option (with one gain and one loss outcome) and a sure outcome of 0. To achieve a finer resolution of the outcome levels, we added four problems with the same structure as those taken from Gächter et al. Finally, we constructed 16 gamble problems based on the principles used by Tom et al. (2007) , which also offered a choice between a risky option and a safe outcome of zero. A list of all 51 gamble problems is provided in Table A3 in the Appendix. For each participant, the options were presented in either a horizontal or a vertical setup, determined randomly across gamble problems.
Results
As intended, the average (across participants) ratio of time spent on loss outcomes relative to gain outcomes, as measured by the attention LA index, differed between the conditions. It was highest in the loss-attention condition (M loss attention ϭ 2.82, SD ϭ .22), followed by the control condition (M control ϭ 1.00, SD ϭ .07), and lowest in the gain-attention condition (M gain attention ϭ .34, SD ϭ .02), F(2, 117) ϭ 3,880.0, p ϭ .001, 2 ϭ .99 (for further analyses of the attention measures, see the Appendix). Did these differences in attention lead to differences in choice? The choice proportions for each gamble problem, aggregated separately for each condition, are reported in Table A3 in the Appendix. Consistent with the hypothesis that the attention manipulation influenced choice, for 40 of the 51 gamble problems, the option that was less attractive under higher loss aversion (see Table A3 for details) was chosen less frequently in the loss-attention condition than in the gainattention condition (for two problems, the proportions were exactly the same in both conditions). On the participant level, preference for the option that was less attractive under higher loss aversion was lower in the loss-attention condition (average individual choice proportion: M loss attention ϭ 53.2%, SD ϭ 12.4) than in the control condition (M control ϭ 55.3%, SD ϭ 14.6) and higher in the gain-attention condition (M gain attention ϭ 58.2%, SD ϭ 12.8).
To corroborate these latter differences statistically, we conducted a mixed-effects logistic regression analysis predicting whether participants chose the option predicted to be less attractive under higher loss aversion. In this analysis, participants and gamble problems were entered as random intercepts and EV difference between the options as a fixed effect. As a further fixed effect, we added a linear contrast on condition, testing the prediction that the probability of choosing the option that was less attractive under higher loss aversion would be higher in the gain-attention condition than in the control condition and lower in the loss-attention condition. Additionally, to take into account that the probability of choosing the less attractive option under higher loss aversion might also depend on whether the alternative option offered a safe outcome of 0 (as in the problems from Tom et al., 2007) or was a risky option (as in the problems from Rieskamp, 2008) , we also entered problem type (problems with a safe outcome were coded as reference category) as well as its interaction with condition as fixed effects. The results are reported in Table 4 . Most important, the linear contrast on condition was significant (b ϭ .283, 95% CI [.007, .559]; odds ratio ϭ 1.327, 95% CI [1.007, 1.749]), indicating that the manipulation of attention affected choices in the predicted direction. There was also a main effect of problem type (b ϭ Ϫ.570, 95% CI [Ϫ1.120, Ϫ.029]; odds ratio ϭ .566, 95% CI Note. Data in brackets are 95% confidence intervals. For the analysis, the dependent variable was equal to 1 if the participants chose the gamble that was less attractive under higher loss aversion and 0 otherwise. a Coded the difference in expected value between the option predicted to be more attractive under higher loss aversion and the option predicted to be less attractive. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
[.326, .980]), indicating that the option predicted to be less attractive under higher loss aversion was chosen less frequently when both options were risky. The interaction between condition and problem type was not significant. We next used CPT to model participants' choices, again taking a hierarchical Bayesian approach as in Experiment 1 (see the Appendix for details) and running separate analyses for each of the three conditions. Figure 5 plots the group-level posterior distributions of the parameter for the loss-attention, gain-attention, and control conditions. As can be seen, the distributions in the gainattention and loss-attention conditions were displaced in the predicted direction relative to the distribution in the control condition, with the mean of the posterior distribution of the group-level mean being higher in the loss-attention condition (M ϭ 1.075, 95% highest density interval [HDI: .933, 1.224]) than in the gainattention condition (M ϭ .922, 95% HDI [.797, 1.050] ). The mean of the posterior distribution of the differences between the gainand loss-attention conditions was .153 (95% HDI [Ϫ.039, .346]). A Bayesian analysis of the individual-level parameters (Kruschke, 2013) estimated the mode of the difference in participants' between the loss-attention and the gain-attention conditions to be .140 (95% HDI [.008, .287 ]; estimates of the other CPT parameters are reported in Table A6 in the Appendix).
Taken together, these results suggest that it is possible to influence the degree of loss aversion exhibited in a person's choices by manipulating their attention to gain and loss outcomes. Differences in loss aversion can thus-at least to some extent-be caused by manipulating attention allocation. Considering the rather strong differences in attention achieved by the manipulation (see above), however, the effect on loss aversion might be considered rather small. In addition, as further analyses reported in the Appendix showed, an association between individual differences in loss aversion and attention allocation still emerged within each condition. This finding suggests that an internal disposition is also in operation and shapes both choice and attention.
General Discussion
Evidence for several systematic deviations between people's choices and the predictions of expected utility theory has accumulated over the second half of the 20th century (e.g., Allais, 1953; Ellsberg, 1961; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) . One response to these findings has been to modify the theory by introducing additional parameters while preserving the core elements of expected utility (see Güth, 2008) . Some of these parameters refer to psychological variables, such as loss aversion (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) , the "psychophysics of chance" (Kahneman & Tversky, 1984, p. 341) , and emotions (Loomes & Sugden, 1982) . Nevertheless, due to their roots in expected utility theory, these models are commonly viewed as as-if models that do not "formally incorporate the effect of basic cognitive processes, such as memory, attention, and information search" (Bhatia, 2017b (Bhatia, , p. 1504 ).
Yet, this does not mean that these models bear no reference to the characteristics of the underlying cognitive processing. Focusing on CPT, we suggested that CPT parameters, interpreted in terms of psychological constructs, may be associated with regularities in attention allocation. For three key CPT parameters, we proposed specific, construct-coherent associations with aspects of attention. We tested these hypothesized CPT-attention links in a process-tracing study. Experiment 1 measured the amount of time (a frequently used index of attention; e.g., Russo, 2011) people spent on various attributes of the gambles during information acquisition. We found that, consistent with the loss-aversion hypothesis, individual differences in loss aversion, as inferred from people's choices, were associated with more predecisional attention to losses. We found that, consistent with the outcomesensitivity hypothesis and the probability-sensitivity hypothesis, outcome and probability sensitivity, as inferred from people's choices, were related to individual differences in the predecisional attention paid to outcome and probability information, respectively. Some previous studies have linked CPT's constructs to neuronal, affective, and hormonal mechanisms (e.g., Hsu et al., 2009; Sokol-Hessner et al., 2015; Tom et al., 2007) ; to our knowledge, however, this is the first demonstration that CPT's constructs map onto specific characteristics of attention allocation during predecisional processing of the options' attributes.
Experiment 2 explored the causal underpinnings of the association between loss aversion and attention allocation. Previous studies have found that attending to an option can causally influence its perceived attractiveness (Armel et al., 2008; Shimojo et al., 2003) . The CPT-attention links we observed may likewise reflect a causal influence of attention on regularities in choice. Alternatively, they may be solely attributable to a latent disposition in the decision maker that steers both attention allocation and choice and that renders the associations in Experiment 1 an epiphenomenon. Supporting a direct connection between attention and choice, the results of Experiment 2 suggest that loss aversion can, at least to some extent, be influenced exogenously by variations in attention allocation. At the same time, individual differences in attention allocation proved to be related to variability in loss aversion even when attention was manipulated. This finding suggests that the link between loss aversion and relative attention to losses is also shaped by a latent disposition in the decision maker that influences both choice and attention. Irrespective of the precise causal mechanisms, the key contribution of our findings is Figure 5 . Manipulating attention to losses over gains leads to shifts in loss aversion in choice. Shown are posterior distributions of the group-level mean of cumulative prospect theory's loss-aversion parameter in Experiment 2, separately for the gain-attention (left peak; blue in the online version), control (middle peak; gray), and loss-attention (right peak; red) conditions. The dashed lines indicate the mean of each distribution. See the online article for the color version of this figure. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
that interindividual variability in CPT's constructs indicates concurrent differences in cognitive processing. In this sense, CPT parameter values and variability therein provide valuable insights into processes that are otherwise hard to observe. The finding that individual differences in measures of predecisional information search are remarkably stable over time (Experiment 1) also warrants note. Although measures of information search have played an important role in investigations of judgment and decision-making processes (e.g., , this is the first demonstration that variability across people in these measures is robust. Attention allocation as measured by process-tracing tools such as MouselabWEB thus represents an informative and largely underused dimension for understanding individual differences in decision-making.
Our findings have several implications. First, they suggest that variation in CPT parameters may be associated with regularities in attention allocation more generally. For instance, the more strongly curved probability-weighting function that has been reported for affect-rich relative to affect-poor choices (Petrova et al., 2014; Rottenstreich & Hsee, 2001; Suter et al., 2016 ) may co-occur with and even result from affective material reducing attention to probabilities. Such a link has indeed been observed (Pachur et al., 2014) . Similarly, group differences in loss aversion (e.g., between younger and older adults; might go hand in hand with predictable differences in cognitive processing. This represents an important conceptual enrichment of one the most prominent models of decisionmaking under risk and contributes, along with some other recent work (e.g., Bhatia, 2014; J. G. Johnson & Busemeyer, 2016) , to building bridges between choice regularities identified by CPT and attentional processes.
Second, the observed CPT-attention links can serve as benchmarks for genuine process models of risky choice (for an illustration of a model comparison based on regularities in attention in choice, see Mullett & Stewart, 2016) . For instance, if different degrees of asymmetric attention to losses versus gains co-occur with different degrees of loss aversion in choice, process models should be able to explain that co-occurrence. Similarly, if less attention to outcomes co-occurs with more risk aversion (seeking) in gains (losses)-as implied by lower values on CPT's outcomesensitivity parameter-a viable process model should include a mechanism that produces such a link. Finally, our evidence for an association between probability weighting and attention to probability information challenges process models that attribute patterns of probability weighting exclusively to the attention directed at outcomes (e.g., Hogarth & Einhorn, 1990; J. G. Johnson & Busemeyer, 2016) .
Finally, various other models of decision-making under risk include parameters intended to capture psychological constructs. For instance, a parameter in Lopes and Oden's (1999) security-potentialaspiration model expresses the degree to which a decision maker is potential-or security-minded and thus focuses on the more versus less attractive parts of a gamble. The transfer-of-attention-exchange model (e.g., Birnbaum, 2008) features-in addition to a probabilitysensitivity parameter and, in some applications, an outcomesensitivity parameter-a parameter that expresses to what extent attention (assumed to depend on the probability of an outcome) is shifted from more to less attractive outcomes. Future research might consider whether and how these parameters are connected to aspects of attention allocation in a psychologically meaningful and constructcoherent fashion. Moreover, systematic links between model parameters and aspects of attention allocation may exist for influential as-if expectation models beyond risky choice. For instance, Fehr and Schmidt's (1999) inequity aversion model, which describes otherregarding preferences in interactions between strategic players, postulates parameters that capture the aversion to (dis)advantageous inequity. Generalizing our reasoning to this model, we can speculate that the values on the inequity parameters may be associated with the amount of attention paid to the other player's potential outcomes.
Although our findings demonstrate a link between CPT and attention allocation, several attentional effects in decision-making seem difficult or impossible to relate to CPT. In particular, CPT's constructs are mute with regard to dynamic effects during evidence accumulation, such as shifts of attention to attributes that support a currently preferred option (these are usually modeled with bidirectional connectionist networks; e.g., Usher & McClelland, 2001) and effects resulting from sequential attention (e.g., Roe, Busemeyer, & Townsend, 2001) , the highlighting of reference points (e.g., Bhatia, 2017b) , or the similarity of choice options (Bhatia, 2017a) .
In addition, other cognitive interpretations are conceivable for some of CPT's constructs. In particular, the curvature of the weighting function is sometimes interpreted as an indicator of the degree of over-and underweighting of objective probabilities (e.g., Hogarth & Einhorn, 1990; Tversky & Fox, 1995) . It follows from this interpretation that the proportional attention to an outcome will deviate more strongly from the outcome's objective probability with low values of CPT's ␥ parameter than with values of ␥ close to 1. This prediction is difficult to test for several reasons, however. First, CPT's probability-weighting function does not refer to the objective probabilities (that are presented to participants) but to the (de)cumulative probabilities of the outcomes (see Equation 5 ). Second, to determine the direction of the predicted deviation (i.e., over-vs. underattending), one would have to determine for each gamble problem, separately for each participant, whether the respective outcome's probability is over-or underweighted (according to where the participant's estimated weighting function crosses the identity line). It is unclear whether measurement error for process tracing and parameter estimation is small enough to permit a sufficiently powerful test. Finally, the probability-weighting function predicts extremely high overweighting of small probabilities even when probabilities are generally ignored .
Conclusions
Despite CPT's prominence as a descriptive account of decisionmaking under risk, little is known about its potential to reflect individual differences in attention allocation-an important aspect of cognitive processing. Is CPT purely an as-if model with constructs that reveal little to nothing about the underlying and externally measurable process? Our results suggest that key constructs in CPT are linked to specific, construct-coherent aspects of attention allocation. These CPT-attention links in turn suggest that the curvatures of CPT's value and weighting functions-traditionally attributed to risk attitude-may be at least partly driven by the allocation of attention during the process of information acquisition. Although this observation does not render CPT a model of the cognitive computations underlying choice, it highlights that CPT's This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
parametric "menagerie" offers a much richer window on properties of cognitive processing than has been commonly assumed. Overall, our analyses illustrate one way to bring together hitherto largely unconnected economic and cognitive approaches to modeling decisions under risk.
Context of the Research
The research reported in this article originated when the first two authors' discussed findings presented in Glöckner and Pachur (2012) , which demonstrated temporal stability of individually estimated CPT parameters. The second author had previously worked extensively with process tracing, and the issue they discussed was to what extent CPT parameters might be related to measures of information search. The authors were struck by the schism in the literature between research on risky choice using computational modeling with CPT, on the one hand, and process tracing, on the other. One of the key ideas for future research is to examine the extent to which previously observed effects on CPT's parameters-for instance, effects triggered by time pressure, affect, age, and personality-go hand in hand with concurrent effects in attention allocation.
In the main text, we reported that the attention indices and cumulative prospect theory (CPT) parameters were relatively stable across both sessions of Experiment 1. Nevertheless, there was some variability within individuals across the two sessions. To the extent that CPT parameters and attention indices are linked, within-subject differences between sessions on the attention indices might be correlated with within-subject differences on the CPT parameters. To test this relationship, we calculated (for each participant) difference scores between Session 1 and Session 2 for attention loss aversion (LA) , attention outcome (O) , and attention probability (P) , as well as for the CPT parameters (loss aversion), ␣ (outcome sensitivity), and ␥ (probability sensitivity). In further support of the lossaversion hypothesis, the difference score for attention LA was positively correlated with the difference score for (r s ϭ .32, 95% confidence interval CI [.12, .49] , p ϭ .002); consistent with the outcome-sensitivity hypothesis, the difference score for attention O was positively correlated with the difference score for ␣ (r s ϭ .29, 95% CI [.09, .47], p ϭ .004). However, the difference scores for attention P and ␥ were uncorrelated (r s ϭ .07, 95% CI [Ϫ.14, .27], p ϭ .53). Overall, these results provide further support for an association between the CPT parameters and the attention indices.
Additional Process Analyses for Experiment 2
Like Armel et al. (2008) and Pärnamets et al. (2015) , we manipulated participants' attention allocation by varying the presentation time for specific types of information. Specifically, we increased attention to loss/gain outcomes by leaving the respective box open for 900 ms when that information was acquired, relative to just 300 ms for the other type of outcome and all probability information. Participants were nevertheless free to open each box as often as they wanted. In additional analyses, we examined the frequency with which participants acquired information from each MouselabWEB box and the overall opening time for each type of information.
Acquisition Frequencies and Opening Times
It is possible that manipulating the opening times of boxes containing loss or gain outcomes (in the loss-and gain-attention conditions, respectively) affected the frequency with which participants acquired information from the boxes. For instance, participants may not have opened the boxes with longer opening times as often as boxes with standard opening times. Table A4 reports the mean (across participants) acquisition frequencies for the different types of outcomes and probabilities, separately for the gain-attention, control, and loss-attention conditions. As shown, for all types of information, the number of acquisitions was slightly lower in the two experimental conditions than in the control condition. In addition, participants in the gain-attention condition (M gain attention ϭ 18.4, SD ϭ 4.33) generally made fewer acquisitions than did participants in the loss-attention condition (M loss attention ϭ 20.7, SD ϭ 5.63), t(73.2) ϭ Ϫ2.04, p ϭ .044. One potential explanation for the higher number of acquisitions in the loss-attention condition is that the higher salience of losses increased attention to the task in general (see Lejarraga & Hertwig, 2017; Yechiam & Hochman, 2013) . Most important, however, our manipulation of extending a box's opening time (to increase attention) did not lead to fewer acquisitions of the respective type of information in general (see Table A4 ).
To check whether our manipulation had the intended effect of changing the overall time that losses were presented relative to gains, we determined the length of time for which the different boxes were open during information acquisition (summed across all acquisitions in a trial) in the loss-attention, gain-attention, and control conditions. Table A5 reports the mean (across participants) opening times per trial in Experiment 2. As shown, the manipulation succeeded in producing the intended difference between conditions in the overall time for which gain and loss outcome information was displayed. In the gain-attention condition, the boxes containing gain outcomes were, on average, opened for considerably longer than were the boxes containing loss outcomes; in the loss-attention condition, the boxes containing loss outcomes were, on average, opened for much longer than were the boxes containing gain outcomes. By comparison, the between-condition differences in the opening times for all other types of information (i.e., probabilities and 0 outcomes) were rather small.
(Appendix continues)
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This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Note. Spearman rank correlations between the attention LA index (based on problems with mixed gambles), the attention O and attention P indices (based on the entire set of gamble problems), overall attention time, and the CPT parameters (partial rank correlations between attention O and attention P , controlling for the overall amount of time spent on outcomes and probabilities appear in brackets). Correlations Ն.20 are statistically significant (p Ͻ .05). CPT ϭ cumulative prospect theory; LA ϭ loss aversion; O ϭ outcome; P ϭ probability; ␣ ϭ outcome sensitivity, ϭ loss aversion, ␥ ϭ probability sensitivity, ␦ ϩ ϭ elevation (gain), ␦ -ϭ elevation (losses), ϭ scaling. a For the correlation of the ␦ ϩ and ␦ Ϫ parameters with attention P , we calculated attention P based on the acquisitions of probabilities of positive outcomes (i.e., in mixed and pure gain gambles) and negative outcomes (i.e., in mixed and pure loss gambles), respectively. Likewise, for the correlation of ␦ ϩ and ␦ Ϫ with attention O , we calculated attention O based on the acquisitions of positive and negative outcomes, respectively. 
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Individual Differences in Attention Allocation and CPT Parameters in Experiment 2
Although our manipulation of attention in Experiment 2 focused participants' attention on losses or gains (which seems to have had some effect on choice behavior), there was still individual variability both in indices of attention allocation to losses (relative to gains) and in CPT parameters within each condition. On the one hand, this variability could simply reflect random error. On the other hand, it might reflect residual effects of systematic individual dispositions operating on top of our manipulations. We therefore also examined to what extent variability in the attention LA index was linked to variability in . Figure A1 shows the attention LA index plotted against by condition. A mixed-effects linear model predicting with attention LA as a fixed effect and a random slope as well as a random intercept for condition indicated a significant overall effect of attention LA on (b ϭ .508, 95% CI ϭ [.233, 2.180] ). An analysis with robust regression, using the rlmer function of the R package robustlmm (Koller, 2016) , also yielded an effect of attention LA on (b ϭ .350, 95% CI ϭ [.159, 2.199] ). This suggests that individual differences in attention allocation were associated with individual dispositions in loss aversion, even when attention allocation was manipulated exogenously. Taken together, our results suggest that although loss aversion can be influenced by external manipulation of attention allocation, there seem to be individual differences in loss aversion that persist even when attention allocation is manipulated.
(Appendix continues)
Appendix A3 (continued) a Indicates the option predicted to be less attractive under higher loss aversion (predictions were derived using the group-level cumulative prospect theory parameters from Session 1 in Experiment 1 and then increasing the parameter, which represents the differential weighting of losses and gains [loss aversion]).
(Appendix continues) Note. CPT ϭ cumulative prospect theory; HDI ϭ highest density interval; ␣ ϭ outcome sensitivity, ϭ loss aversion, ␥ ϭ probability sensitivity, ␦ ϩ ϭ elevation (gain), ␦ -ϭ elevation (losses), ϭ scaling.
This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Figure A1 . Individual loss-aversion (LA) parameters () and attention LA indices plotted against each other, separately for the gain-attention, control, and loss-attention conditions. Each dot represents a participant. The lines represent best fitting regression lines.
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